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Abstra t

This work details the study of nu lear de ay in the region of doubly magi 78Ni using
the Versatile Array of Neutron Dete tors at Low Energy (VANDLE). This dete tor
system uses the time-of- ight te hnique to measure the energy of beta-delayed
neutrons. VANDLE uses a fully digital data a quisition system equipped with timing
algorithms developed as part of the experimental work. The experiment examined
nearly 30 beta-delayed neutron pre ursors produ ed at the Holli eld Radioa tive
Ion Beam Fa ility at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. This work dis usses three
of these nu lei: 77,78Cu and 84Ga. Results from the experiment provide details of
the Gamow-Teller de ay in neutron ri h nu lei near 78Ni.
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Chapter 1
Ba kground and Motivation

1.1 Introdu tion
Beta de ay is the most ommon mode of nu lear de ay, see Figure 1.1. This nu lear
transformation, mediated by the weak intera tion, has de ay lifetimes that an
be mu h longer than de ays asso iated with other intera tions. For example, the
ele tromagneti for e mediates gamma ray emission from an ex ited nu lear state
and typi ally o urs on the order of pi ose onds. In the simplest pi ture, beta de ay
is the transformation of a proton(neutron) into a neutron(proton) along with the
emission of an positron(ele tron) and neutrino(anti-neutrino). This pro ess does not
hange the atomi number of the nu leus.
Beta de ays may be broken into two distin t lasses: allowed and forbidden.
Allowed transitions, also alled Gamow-Teller (GT) transitions [3℄, are the most
ommon form of de ay. The total angular momentum and isospin of the parent
and daughter nu lei an hange by 1 or 0 units. The orbital angular momentum
and parity of the nu leus remains un hanged. In ontrast, forbidden transitions [4, 5℄
involve the leptons arrying angular momentum away from the nu leus generally
yielding a smaller de ay probability. The most ommon form of forbidden de ay is the
rst forbidden (FF) transition, whi h involve hanges in orbital angular momentum
1

Figure 1.1: The hart of nu lides plotting proton number (Z) versus neutron number
(N). Bla k squares represent stable nu lei, light blue squares represent de ay, red
squares de ay, yellow represent de ay, and green represent ssion.
+

2

and parity hange. The total angular momentum an hange by 0, 1, or 2 units. The
parity hange o urs when the emitted ele tron and neutrino ouple to an odd value
of angular momentum with respe t to the nu leus [6℄.
One an write the lifetime of a nu lear state in the following form:
T=

1
1 2

=

Ei Q

X

Ei 0

S (Ei )  f (Z; Q

Ei ):

(1.1)

The parameter Q refers to the energy di eren e between the ground state (g.s.) of
the parent and daughter nu lei, Ei is the energy of the nal state in the daughter, and
Z is the number of protons in the de ay daughter. The f (Z; Q Ei ) term 1.1 is the
Fermi integral. The Fermi integral is related to the kinemati phase spa e and an
be derived from the relativisti Dira equation. Its strong dependen e on Q tends
to shorten nu lear lifetimes as Q in reases and quen hes de ays to highly ex ited
nal states. The se ond term in Eqn. 1.1, S (E ) is the beta de ay strength fun tion.
This ontains the redu ed transition probabilities for the de ay, whi h are the matrix
elements for the GT operator[7℄.

1.2 Theoreti al Models
We an begin to des ribe the matrix elements and beta de ay through the nu lear
shell model. The nu lear shell model, similar to the atomi shell model, des ribes the
protons and neutrons in the nu leus as belonging to distin t os illator shells provided
by a harmoni os illator basis plus a residual intera tion between nu leons. For
example the GT transitions dis ussed above may be viewed as the transformation
of spin-orbit partners in single parti le orbitals (shells). A riti al development in
the shell model was the idea of spin-orbit oupling [8, 9℄. The spin-orbit oupling
assumes that orbitals with higher angular momenta have higher binding energy, and

3

this e e t explains the origins of the \magi " numbers seen in atomi nu lei. Spinorbit oupling also gives rise to the rossing of orbitals, whi h, as we shall see, is an
important feature in GT transitions.
Solving the shell model an qui kly be ome intra table if one onsiders all of the
nu leons in the al ulation. However, magi numbers provide a natural hoi e for
framing the al ulation into a ore and valen e spa e. The ore onsists of a nu leus
with only paired nu leons (e.g. Ni) and is separated from the valen e spa e by
a large shell gap. The valen e spa e is then any nu leons outside of this ore, and
the Hamiltonian used to al ulate the matrix elements is repla ed by an e e tive
one [10℄. This redu es the problem to one of diagonalization within the valen e
spa e. A ommonly used method, the Lan zos method [11℄, is advantageous that the
omplexity in reases linearly with the size of the matrix to be diagonalized, making
it omputationally fast and eÆ ient.
While the shell model des ription is useful and des ribes the behavior of nu lei
well, it is not the only model that one may hoose. Some approa h the problem from
the idea of mean- elds and the quasi-parti le random phase approximation (QRPA),
whi h uses the Hartree-Fo k-Bogoliubov method to al ulate basis states [12, 13℄.
Others use the QRPA with the nite range droplet model (FRDM) [14℄, whi h derives
its basis from modeling the equation of state of the nu leus. Both models represent
mi ros opi models as they take into a ount the spe i intera tions between the
nu leons. Takahashi and Yamada proposed another approa h to the problem in the
the gross theory of de ay [15℄, whi h proposes the S in the form of the Gamow Teller
Giant Resonan e. The model al ulates information about the average properties of
the nu lei, but ontains no information about the single parti le stru ture.
78

1.3 The 78Ni Region
Of interest to this work is the region of neutron-ri h nu lei surrounding Ni. This
region of the nu lear lands ape is interesting for many reasons. From the perspe tive
78

4

of fundamental nu lear physi s, this region holds interest due to the fa t that the
nu lear shell stru ture may hange as nu lei be ome more neutron ri h. This is
illustrated by the hange in the ground state spin-parity in odd-A Cu isotopes [16, 17℄
and by the hypothesized emergen e of sub-shell gaps (N = 58) as one rosses the N
= 50 shell losure [18℄.
The astrophysi al rapid neutron apture pro ess (r-pro ess) originates in this
region [19℄ and detailed knowledge of nu lear data is extraordinarily valuable. The
r-pro ess o urs in supernovae and is thought to be one of the major sour es of
elements heavier than iron and for nu lei at losed shells the neutron apture ross
se tion drops. These are alled waiting point nu lei and the pro ess must \wait" for
beta de ay until the neutron apture resumes [19℄. The abundan e of some elements
sharply in reases due to the presen e waiting points. Many astrophysi s al ulations
must rely on extrapolations of known data into the exoti regions; however, as
previously mentioned the behavior of exoti nu lei may be di erent than less exoti
spe ies. A urate models of the r-pro ess require the neutron apture ross se tions
and beta de ay half lives to be experimentally determined [20, 21℄.
Lastly, the nu lei in this region are abundantly produ ed in the ssion of U and
their properties in uen e the operation of nu lear rea tors [22℄. The design stages
of a rea tor must take into a ount the amount and energy distribution of neutrons
emitted from the ssion fragments. The modeling of transportation and storage of
spent fuel require experimentally determined inputs. This means that there must
be areful study of the beta de ay half-lives and neutron ross se tions for ssion
produ ts. These data are ne essary for inputs into the de ay heat al ulations. The
de ay half-lives will also have an e e t on the rea tor ooling time. This information
is ne essary for environmental and safety onsiderations.
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Figure 1.2: A s hemati of the energeti s of the beta de ay. S is the strength
distribution, f(Z,E*) is the Fermi fun tion, and I is the measured intensity spe trum.

1.4 De ay of Exoti Nu lei
Close to the line of nu lear stability, the energeti s of the beta de ay are su h that
the daughter nu leus is left in a neutron bound state. Deex itation pro eeds via the
emission of hara teristi gamma rays. This does not hold true as one moves into
more exoti nu lei. Be ause the Q-value be omes larger, the ex itation energy (E )
of the daughter may be greater than the neutron separation energy (Sn) allowing for
the possibility of neutron emission. This pro ess, dis overed by Edwin M Millan and
others in 1939 [23℄, plays a signi ant role as a tool for nu lear stru ture diagnosti s
and dis overy. S hemati ally one may view this pro ess as shown in Figure 1.2. In
the Ni region, the bran hing ratio of the de ay an be understood through the
ompetition between GT de ays and FF de ays. When N>50 (Fig. 1.3), it is diÆ ult
to generate an allowed GT transition to states with low ex itations in the daughter
nu leus. This is due to the large neutron ex ess and the Pauli ex lusion prin iple.
The GT transitions will only be able to onne t neutron states o upying negative
parity fp orbitals that are below the N=50 shell gap with negative parity fp proton
states above the Z=28 losure. The GT transformation of the valen e g = neutrons
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Figure 1.3: The a s hemati model of the shell stru ture near Ni showing the two
di erent de ay paths, FF and GT. The shaded blue region orresponds to the lled
proton shells. The dark brown square represents the shells of interest when N < 50
and the light brown orresponds to after one rosses the N = 50 shell gap.
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is diÆ ult be ause the spin-orbit partner g = lies above Z=50 shell gap. A transition
between the g = neutrons into the proton g = state is also available. However, in
this ase a GT de ay will reate a deeply bound neutron hole that leaves the nu leus
in a highly ex ited state. Population of highly ex ited states will favor beta delayed
neutron emission. For de ay with large Q windows, the forbidden transitions may
be able to provide an alternate de ay path to states with lower ex itation energy.
The ompetition between GT and rst forbidden transitions manifests itself in the
gamma emission spe trum by produ ing two distin t groups of gamma lines [24, 25℄.
This ompetition leads to erosion of the beta delayed neutron emission. Borzov
[26℄ re ently studied the interplay of allowed and forbidden de ays on beta delayed
neutron emission. His al ulations show the step-like behavior of beta delayed-neutron
emission at the N=50 rossing due to the Q value in rease for pure GT transitions
7 2
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and the e e t of forbidden transitions on the bran hing ratios, see Figures 3 and 4 in
Ref. [26℄.

1.5 Previous Work on Beta-Delayed Neutrons from
Fission Fragments
Both theoreti al and experimental work provide a ri h history study of beta-delayed
neutron emission from ssion fragments. This eld of study saw great interest from
about 1970 until the middle of the 1990s. This is due to the development of dete tor
systems apable of high energy resolution, and isotope separation te hniques. The
ssion of U produ es the isotopes to be studied, and He and CH ionization
hambers measured neutron energies. Dis rete lines in the neutron energy spe trum
indi ated the presen e of the distin t states in the daughter nu leus emitting neutrons
[27, 28℄. These spe tra allowed extra tion of information about the nu lear stru ture
and how it in uen es the pro ess of beta de ay.
Perhaps the most ontroversial work in the eld is the idea of the Pandemonium
e e t [29, 30℄. Pandemonium is a tional nu leus meant to demonstrate that the
stru ture seen in parti le emission spe tra (gamma or neutron) is due to statisti al
u tuations. Statisti al e e ts alone govern the de ay of the pandemonium nu leus,
and the observed stru tures in the spe tra have no onne tion to nu lear stru ture.
The neutron emission spe tra for this nu leus behaves similarly to those studied by
Kratz et al.[28℄. While the spe tra do not agree with omplete a ura y, the overall
gross stru ture and behavior of the spe tra agree quite well. This leads Hardy et
al. to state that one should exer ise aution when interpreting beta-delayed neutron
spe tra and that any interpretation of these data must onsider pandemonium.
More re ent theoreti al work on the subje t uses a ombination of QRPA and
the Hauser-Fes hba h statisti al model [31, 32℄. QRPA al ulates the -de ay
probabilities of states in the daughter nu leus. These states de ay either via gammas
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or neutrons, and the Hauser-Fes hba h model al ulates the bran hing ratios. This
method expli itly takes into a ount spin and parity sele tion rules and generally
predi ts the orre t energy range of neutrons in the de ay. However, the model does
not reprodu e the dis rete peaks seen in the experimental spe trum. This theoreti al
framework bears onsideration be ause it takes into a ount both of the major goals
of these types of studies: the nu lear stru ture e e ts and the statisti al e e ts.
Interest in the study of beta-delayed neutron emission waned in the mid 1990s
for several reasons. First, te hni al hallenges in radioa tive ion beam produ tion
meant that the produ tion of these exoti nu lei would be diÆ ult or impossible with
the required purities and rates. Se ond, the dete tor systems la ked the eÆ ien y
required to measure exoti nu lei. Finally, pandemonium played a large role in the
interpretation of the experimental spe tra and the analysis may not be interesting for
nu lear stru ture.

1.6 Current Work
This work brings about a revival of the interest in beta-delayed neutron spe tros opy
of ssion fragments. The primary fo us of the work addresses the hallenges
mentioned above. The Holi eld Radioa tive Ion Beam Fa ility (HRIBF) provided
high purity and high rate beams of the exoti nu lei of interest. To take advantage
of these exoti beams, the Versatile Array of Neutron Dete tors at Low Energy
(VANDLE), see Figure 1.4, was onstru ted and provides high neutron dete tion
eÆ ien y. It measures neutron energies via the time-of- ight te hnique. A key
development in VANDLE is the use of a digital data a quisition system, whi h
provides the high neutron dete tion eÆ ien y. Newly developed timing algorithms
provide the ne essary time resolutions for measuring the neutron's time of ight.
This work is the rst to apply the time-of- ight te hnique to ssion fragments
and used VANDLE to measure nearly 30 known beta-delayed neutron emitters, and
obtained the neutron energy spe tra, many measured for the rst time. High purity
9

Figure 1.4: A pi ture of the VANDLE setup at the HRIBF.
gamma ray dete tors enable oin iden e measurements to be made between gamma
rays and neutrons, whi h, it will be shown, is essential to understanding the stru ture
and behavior of the delayed neutrons. Some prominent ases are presented, ; Cu
and Ga. These nu lei exhibit lear eviden e for strong \resonan e" stru tures in the
neutron energy spe tra, with the strongest in Ga. Be ause of the strong quen hing
of the de ays to high energy states by the Fermi fun tion and the high density of states
in this region of ex itation energies, this result is surprising. The peak stru ture must
be due to strong GT transition matrix elements.
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Chapter 2
Digital Data A quisition Systems

2.1 Introdu tion
In this work, we present riti al development steps for the Versatile Array of Neutron
Dete tors at Low Energy (VANDLE) [33, 34℄. These steps in lude the implementation
and hara terization of timing algorithms and a new triggering model. These
developments enable VANDLE to be fully instrumented with a digital data a quisition
system. Digital data a quisition systems are rapidly be oming ommon in nu lear
physi s experiments due to their many advantages with respe t to analog ele troni s
[35, 36℄. The main feature of su h systems is a relian e on numeri al algorithms
that operate on digitized representations of the ele tri al pulse from a dete tor. The
exibility o ered by an unlimited hoi e of pulse shape analysis methods is one reason
for the growing demand of these systems.
However, an important limitation of this approa h is the nite amplitude and
time resolution of the analog to digital onverters (ADCs) used to digitize the signals
from the dete tors. As a result, the digital image of the signal is a distorted version
of the \real" signal. This distortion omes from the the frequen y uto s imposed by
the implementation of an analog lter [37℄, whi h is a ommon omponent of digital
systems. The nite bit and sampling resolution is parti ularly important for the \fast"
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signals from s intillator dete tors. In order to be re orded with high delity, signals
from these dete tors require subnanose ond sampling frequen ies. This enables the
digital algorithms to extra t information about the signal for the highest relevant
frequen ies. The availability of gigahertz (GHz) digitizers makes it possible to store
signals with subnanose ond a ura y. Unfortunately, these systems su er from high
energy onsumption and arry an expensive pri e-per- hannel burden.
Digital timing algorithms extra t the time of arrival of a signal from the digitized
waveform. Ideally, the timing resolution should only be limited by the dete tor
performan e not by the digitizer. This problem an be solved for fast signals using
gigahertz digitizers and a digital onstant fra tion dis rimination (DCFD) algorithm
[38℄. This solution is often diÆ ult or impra ti al if one is instrumenting a large
dete tor array. As an alternative one ould employ slower digitizers (e.g. 100 MS/s)
but the timing resolution for these systems may not be adequate for the timing needs.
In experimental nu lear physi s, many time-of- ight neutron dete tors onsist
of plasti s intillators, whi h have signal rise/de ay times on the order of a few
nanose onds [39, 40, 41, 42℄. These dete tors rely on analog ele troni s with
onventional CFDs to obtain pre ise timing. In ontrast, nu lear te hnology
appli ations, e.g. positron emission tomography, use gigasamples-per-se ond (GS/s)
digitizers with fast s intillators, e.g. lutetium orthosili ate (LSO), for timing
appli ations. The time information is extra ted using a DCFD or a model is t to
the digitized waveform [43℄. These GHz systems are apable of obtaining resolutions
on the order of hundreds of pi ose onds. Using a 40 MS/s digitizer with LSO, Streun
et al. perform a linear t between two points on the leading edge of the waveform
to obtain resolutions of 2 ns [44℄. These studies demonstrate the ne essity of using
di erent algorithms depending on the digitization frequen y of the system.
Past work involving digital timing te hniques by a University of Floren e group
applied a 100 MS/s digitizer to signals from a sili on dete tor [45℄. These tests used
a digital onstant fra tion dis riminator to a hieve timing resolutions on the order of
12

hundreds of pi ose onds. Their work demonstrates the ne essity for the proper hoi e
of algorithms to determine timing less than the sampling frequen y of the digitizers.
To instrument VANDLE, a hoi e between traditional NIM and digital ele troni s
needed to be made. Digital ele troni s provided an ideal solution due to previous
experien e within the group, and their low ost per hannel. Ideally, one would
instrument VANDLE with GS/s digitizers to minimize the development time
ne essary to a hieve sub-nanose ond time resolution. VANDLE requires many
hannels of instrumentation and GHz digitizers are still prohibitively expensive.
Therefore, we investigated the apabilities of lower frequen y systems for the timing
appli ations. This work used XIAs DGF Pixie-16 100 and 250 MS/s digitizers to
pro ess the signals from VANDLE.
The hallenge is to demonstrate that pre ise time information an be extra ted
from the digitized signal when the sampling period is mu h longer than the
hara teristi time s ale of the signal. While many algorithms exist to a omplish
this task, they are not ne essarily appli able to every timing situation. The algorithm
must take into a ount the response of the digital system to the raw signal. A Nyquist
lter [37℄ and the sampling frequen y of the ADC govern the response. Thus, the
problem of timing be omes a de onvolution problem where the major hallenge is to
determine relevant folding (response) fun tion.
This work tested three numeri al algorithms to extra t timing information from
the digitized signals: a digital onstant fra tion dis riminator (DCFD), a tting
algorithm (FA), and a weighted average algorithm (WAA). To verify these algorithms,
a new method to verify the robustness of the digital timing algorithm was developed.
The system was tested using an arbitrary waveform generator providing xed shape
pairs of waveforms with various amplitudes and delays. Finally, the digital timing
was applied to signals from a plasti s intillator oupled to a photomultiplier tube
(PMT). It will be shown that ommer ially available digital systems, with a low
ost per hannel, an be used for high resolution timing measurements with fast
s intillators.
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Figure 2.1: A sample tra e from the 250 MS/s system using the signal produ ed
by the AFG (solid line). The dashed line represents the DCFD for this tra e. The
position of  is given by the verti al dashed line and is given by zero rossing of the
DCFD al ulated using Equation 1 with D = 1 and F = 0.75. The horizontal dashed
arrow denotes the region used to determine the baseline.

2.2 Testing Setup and Software Analysis
This work used an 100 MHz Tektronix AFG3102C Arbitrary Fun tion Generator
(AFG) [46℄. This fun tion generator allows ontrol of the delay between the signals
with 10 ps resolution, their width with 10 ps resolution, and amplitudes with 0.1 mV
resolution. A pulse of 10 ns width approximated signals from plasti s intillators. A
time alibrator with variable rate triggered the AFG. One volt signals, using half of
the ADCs dynami range, provided a referen e signal for the FA. The jitter in the
arrival time of signals produ ed by the AFG is on the order of 50 ps as measured by
a 2.5 GS/s os illos ope. The outputs from the AFG were onne ted to two adja ent
hannels in the Pixie-16 digitizers.
The data is read out from the digitizer via a MXI-4 ber opti rate ontroller and
pro essed into a data le through a C++ software pa kage. An in-house developed
C++ analysis software suite unpa ks the data les and pro esses the raw data stream.
A on guration le maps the raw module and hannel in the data stream to a spe i
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dete tor type and performs the appropriate pro essing. For the work presented here
the software applies the timing algorithms to every digitized waveform in the data
stream. The average amplitude of all bins up to the signal in the tra e onstitutes
the baseline, denoted by the horizontal dashed arrow in Figure 2.1. The standard
deviation of the baseline for the AFG is no larger than 1 ADC bin for the ases
presented in this work. All of the dis ussed timing algorithms are implemented in
this stage of the analysis and not on-board the digitizer.

2.3 Digital Timing Methods
For the Pixie-16 systems used in this work, the digital lter implemented in the FPGA
lat hes and re ords the digitized waveforms (tra es) on e a valid trigger is dete ted.
The total tra e length and pre-trigger length an both be adjusted by the user. The
arrival time of the re orded tra e onsists of two omponents. The rst omponent
is a 48-bit timestamp, whi h is the real-time ounter value of the FPGA lat hed at
the time of the valid trigger. The time resolution of su h a timestamp is obviously
limited by the pro essing lo k frequen y of the FPGA. The se ond omponent is
derived from the tra e, whi h is lat hed with respe t to the rst omponent. This
position is referred to as the phase (), and it will be shown that  an be determined
to a pre ision that is smaller than the sampling frequen y of the digitizer. The time
of a given event in the digitizer is provided by the summation of the lter lo k from
the FPGA and the phase.
The response of the digital system to a time translation of the raw signal that is
below the sampling frequen y depends on the derivative of the digitized tra e [47℄. If
the derivative is not onstant in the interpolation region, one annot extra t a urate
time information using linear methods. If the digitization frequen y is substantially
faster than the input signal one may assume lo al linearity. Be ause the transit times
of the s intillators used in this work are mu h shorter than the digitization period, one
an rarely onstru t a situation where lo al linearity is a hieved. Timing algorithms
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that do not take into a ount the non-linear response of the system will not produ e
a urate results. For these reasons, this work investigated three timing algorithms.
First, the DCFD provides a simple algorithm and was demonstrated to work
with digitizers [38, 45℄. The DCFD applies the following equation to the digitized
waveform:
DCF D[k℄ = F y [k℄ y [k

D℄:

(2.1)

D is the delay, F is the fra tion of the original tra e and y[k℄ is the baseline subtra ted
amplitude of the tra e at bin k [38℄. Figure 2.1 shows an example of the output of
the DCFD algorithm, where D = 1 and F = 0.75, for the 250 MS/s system with the
asso iated tra e.
The obvious limitation of this algorithm is that the smallest delay available will
be equal to the sampling period. To measure subsampling delays, we apply an Akima
spline [48℄ to the data points. Akima splines have a smoother interpolation than a
ubi spline, and will produ e fewer unnatural spikes in the interpolation. The GNU
S ienti Library (GSL) provided the splining algorithms [49℄. The spline fun tion
in reases the number of points available to determine the zero rossing in the hopes
of making the behavior of the leading edge of the tra e linear in that region. A
linear interpolation between points above and below the zero rossing determines its
position to better than a sampling y le.
In a se ond method, an algorithm t the digitized waveform. The analyti model
approximates the response of the digital system. For this work the fun tion took the
following form:
f (t) = e t  = (1 e t  = ):
(2.2)
(

)

(

)4

The parameter is the de ay onstant for the exponential, whi h is related to the
de ay of the waveform. The leading edge of the waveform is des ribed by the invertedsquared Gaussian, whose width is given by . The normalization of the signal is given
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by . The o set  provides the phase of the signal. An averaged waveform t with all
free parameters in Eqn. 2.2 optimizes and . These tted values are held onstant
for the timing analysis.
For the pulser signals, the standard deviation of and is 0.01 ns and 0.001 ns ,
respe tively. For signals from the dete tors des ribed in Se tion 3.4, the standard
deviation is 0.3 ns and 0.1 ns , respe tively. Fitting 16000 tra es where all FA
parameters are free provides a sample of the possible and values. The sample
varian e of the set assumes a normal distribution. The square root of sample varian e
provides the standard deviation of and .
The timing analysis is arried out using a non-linear least squares tting routine
provided by GSL, hen eforth referred to as the tting algorithm (FA). The tter uses
a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as implemented in the s aled LMDER routine in
MINPACK [49℄. The values for and are xed so that the tting routine does not
fall into nonphysi al minima. Should this happen the FA would show a preferen e
for spe i values of the phase, whi h result in ina urate timing.
The nal approa h uses the weighted average of the tra e. This algorithm will be
referred to as the Weighted Average Algorithm (WAA), and the equation is given by
4

4

P
(yi b)i :
 = Pi

=

j=

(yj

b)

(2.3)

The parameter yi is the value of the tra e at bin i or j, b is the average value of the
baseline of the tra e (see Figure 2.1), is the starting bin for the weighted average,
and is the nal bin for the weighted average. The values for and are hosen to
optimize the resolution of the system.
Ea h of the methods des ribed perform timing in the subsampling frequen y range.
The DCFD and the WAA are possible to implement on-board the digitizers, whereas
the FA is mu h too ompli ated and requires post pro essing of the tra es. One must
take are that the algorithms are behaving as one would expe t from the properties
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of the digital system. To that end, we propose a method that on rms the behavior
of the algorithms.
This method relies on the measurement of the time di eren e between two signals
input into the ele troni s. The rst signal has a phase  and the se ond signal has
a phase  . The delay () between the signals is varied in intervals smaller than the
sampling frequen y of the digitizer to ensure the signals do not sample the same phase
spa e. With a  of n times the sampling frequen y, a bias of the timing algorithm
would be impossible to dete t. The measurement of the time di eren e for the three
algorithms are shown in Figure 2.2. For a 0 ns delay between the signals (top row), all
three of the algorithms produ e similar results. This is due to the fa t that the delay
is equal to an integer multiple of the sampling frequen y. Yet, on e the  moves to
2 ns the DCFD fails to produ e a single peak for the time di eren e indi ating that
the algorithm is su ering from bias when determining . The FA and the WAA both
produ e a single peak for this delay.
The start and stop phases follow a linear relationship given by
1

2

1 = 2

:

(2.4)

due to the nature of the test setup, and with  random with respe t to the
sampling lo k. A plot of  vs.  immediately indi ates the a ura y of the
algorithm. A nonlinear relationship re e ts de ien ies in the timing algorithm.
Figure 2.3 displays the phase-phase diagrams for the three timing algorithms
( olumns). The rst row in the gure uses =0 ns and all of the algorithms display
linear results, as one would expe t from Figure 2.2. The bias of the DCFD be omes
rapidly apparent in Panel (f) of Figure 2.3, where the stri t linear behavior of the
system is not maintained. Both the FA and the WAA maintain the linear relationship
regardless of the delay between the signals. In ea h of the graphs, the short lines
appearing at 8 ns separation from the main distribution represent ases where the
two signals have di erent lter lo k timestamps.
1

1

2
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Figure 2.2: The resolutions of the various timing methods ( olumns) for two di erent
signal delays, 0 ns (top row) and 2 ns (bottom row), at a signal amplitude of 1 V.
The FA and WAA both produ e a well de ned peak for both delays. The DCFD fails
to reprodu e the proper timing when the delay between signals moves to 2 ns.
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Figure 2.3: The phase-phase diagrams of the various timing methods ( olumns) for
two di erent signal delays, 0 ns (top row) and 2 ns (bottom row), at a signal amplitude
of 1 V. The DCFD do not behave a ording to the stri t linear relationship. The small
lines appearing at 8 ns from the main distribution are ases where one of the signals
has a di erent timestamp.
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Figure 2.4: The proje tion of the phase-phase diagrams for the FA and the DCFD,
ea h ase is for  = 2 ns. The FA does not show any bias in the phase spa e, where
as the DCFD is heavily biased be ause the response of the fun tion is nonlinear in
the interpolation region. The WAA produ es a proje tion similar to that of the FA.
In addition to the linear relationship between phases, one expe ts that the
algorithm does not show bias towards a spe i region of the phase spa e. This
would be eviden ed by spikes in the distribution of the phase-phase diagrams. Figure
2.4-(a) shows the proje tion of the phase-phase diagram for the FA with 2 ns delay
(Fig. 2.3-(b)), and Figure 2.4-(b) is the proje tion for the DCFD (Fig. 2.3-(f)). One
noti es immediately the di eren es between the two methods. The distribution for
the FA is at, as one would expe t from the random nature of the start signal, and
this result is similar for the WAA. On the other hand, the DCFD shows bias toward
spe i regions of the phase spa e. The additional requirement of non-bias in the
phase spa e provides a further on rmation that the algorithm behaves as expe ted.
The DCFD produ es nonlinear results due to the use of a linear interpolation
to extra t the zero rossing. The derivative of the DCFD waveform determines the
a ura y of the DCFD algorithm, and in the studied ases the derivative is nonlinear
for fast signals [47℄. For these types of signals, the DCFD would produ e more
a urate results using a faster digitizer, whi h would a hieve lo al linearity around
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the zero rossing. The FA expli itly takes into a ount the nonlinear nature of the
tra e by attempting to reprodu e the proper response fun tion for the signal. In the
ase that one leaves all of the FA parameters free to vary, the results are identi al to
those of the DCFD due to the highly non-linear nature of the phase sampled by the
assumed response fun tion. The FA and WAA, due to the preservation of the linear
relationship between the two phases bear further investigation.

2.4 Performan e With An Arbitrary Fun tion Generator
2.4.1

Setup

The resolution of the two systems (100 MS/s and 250 MS/s) was studied for values
of  ranging between 0 and 4 ns, and the resolution is given by the FWHM of
the distributions, seen in Figure 2.2 and is denoted by  . The sensitivity of the
resolution to the amplitude of the input signals was studied in a range of 20 mV to 1
V. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the 1 V signals was 64 dB for both the systems
de reasing to 30 dB for the 20 mV signals.
In all ases, the FA al ulated the proper  and the phase-phase plots remained
linear. The biggest di eren e between the two systems an be seen in the behavior
of the resolution as a fun tion of the amplitude of the input signal. As seen in Figure
2.5, the resolution of the 100 MS/s system degrades qui kly below 400 mV rea hing
a value of 1.7 ns for 20 mV signals. For 400 mV and above the 250 MS/s system
yields a fa tor of 2 improvement in the resolution of the system. The largest gain in
performan e omes for the lowest amplitude signals where a fa tor of 3.5 is gained.
Similar tests were performed for the WAA for both digitization frequen ies. The
WAA again maintained the proper phase-phase relationship a ross all amplitudes and
delays. For an optimized hoi e of averaging window, the WAA performs similarly
to the FA. The WAA maintains a resolution of less than the sampling time over the
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Figure 2.5: Time resolution as a fun tion of input voltage for signals from the
Tektronix 3102C Arbitrary Fun tion generator using the Fitting Algorithm. The
error bars are smaller than the point size.
full range, see Figure 2.6. Again, the 250 MHz system outperformed the 100 MHz
system, leading to a fa tor of 2.7 improvement at 20 mV.
The WAA while having slightly worse resolution than the FA, 71 ps and 51 ps
at 1 V respe tively, has an advantage in that it an be relatively easily implemented
in a digital system, e.g. on the DSP, whi h performs oating point operations. This
would alleviate the need to store the digitized signals, thus in reasing the throughput
of the system. In addition, the WAA is more robust than the DCFD when pro essing
fast signals. Due to the poor performan e of the WAA for low amplitude signals, a
resolution of 1 ns at 20 mV, with the studied systems only the FA is onsidered for
appli ations to s intillator signals.
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Algorithm. The error bars are smaller than the point size.
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Chapter 3
The Versatile Array of Neutron
Dete tors at Low Energy

The Versatile Array of Neutron Dete tors at Low Energy (VANDLE) [50℄ dete ts
neutrons and measures their energy via the time-of- ight (ToF) te hnique. The ToF
te hnique uses the time di eren e between two dete tors in order to measure the
amount of time required for the parti le of interest to over a known distan e. Using
this information one may al ulate the energy of the parti le. Even though this is a
on eptually simple te hnique it is one of the easiest and most powerful methods for
measuring neutron energies [39, 40, 41, 42, 51℄.
By design, VANDLE is versatile, meaning that it an a hieve a variety of s ienti
goals at many di erent experimental onditions. There are urrently two major
on gurations of the array, seen in Figure 3.1. One of these on gurations is optimized
for beta de ay experiments; the other is used for rea tion experiments. These
on gurations an be hanged and adapted to t into the spa ial requirements of
the fa ility at whi h an experiment will be run. More importantly, these designs are
adapted so that VANDLE may be used in onjun tion with other dete tor systems.
Most notably, during the experiments dis ussed in Chapter 5, VANDLE was oupled
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(a) n on guration

(b) (d,n) on guration

Figure 3.1: VANDLE in the two main on gurations.
with a high purity germanium dete tors that provided the ability to perform
neutron orrelations.
A fully digital data a quisition system provides VANDLE with several integral
features. First is low energy neutron dete tion thresholds. This is a omplished
using a oin iden e triggering s heme that is fully implemented on the a quisition
board. The low threshold triggering means that it is possible to dete t neutrons with
energies of 100 keV or lower and run the system in the photomultiplier's thermal
noise. Details of this triggering s heme are dis ussed in Se tion 3.5. Se ond, the
timing for the system is better than 1 ns for photomultiplier (PMT) signals. This
is dis ussed further in Se tion 3.4. VANDLEs modular design ne essitates a unique
hara terization for ea h module. This hara terization involves gain mat hing the
modules so that they behave identi ally to the same in ident light. This pro ess is
dis ussed in Se tion 3.3.

3.1 S intillator Theory
VANDLEs dete tor material is omposed of plasti s intillators. Plasti s intillator
materials ome in a wide variety of forms and are used in many appli ations due to
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their versatility. These s intillators are amenable to produ tion in large quantities,
and an be shaped into various geometries. This means that they are relatively heap,
making them ideal for large dete tor arrays that require a large overage area.
S intillators produ e light ( uores e) when a parti le strikes atoms within the
material. This auses atomi ex itations, whi h then de ay via the release of photons.
An important feature of s intillators is that they must be \blind" to their own
s intillation light. Thus, the energy required for the ex itation of the atoms is
generally mu h higher than the emission light. In many s intillators, the deex itation
of the atoms is on the order of pi ose onds, whi h gives rise to signals with fast
response times suitable for timing purposes.
The amount of light that is produ ed inside the s intillator is proportional to the
energy deposited by the in oming parti le or photon. In addition, the light produ ed
hanges depending on the type of in ident parti le. To standardize the light yield from
s intillators one uses the unit MeV ele tron equivalent (MeVee). The unit is related
to the amount of light that an ele tron deposits in the s intillator. For example,
1 MeVee of light will be generated by an ele tron with energy 1 MeV for a given
s intillator material; however, a 1 MeV neutron will generate only a fra tion of 1
MeVee of light [52℄.
As dis ussed by J. B. Birks [53℄, a parti le in ident on the s intillator will leave a
path of damaged mole ules. These damaged mole ules will quen h the light produ ed
and ause the overall light produ tion in the s intillator to temporarily de rease. The
uores en e an be des ribed as a fun tion of the in ident parti le energy and the
penetration depth by the equation:
dS
dr

A dE
dr
= 1 + kB
dE :
dr

(3.1)

The term dS=dr des ribes the uores en e, AdE=dr des ribes the ex itations along
the parti le tra k, BdE=dr is the on entration of damaged mole ules along the path,
and k is the probability that damaged mole ule will quen h the light [54, 55℄. In
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Figure 3.2: The ele tron energy (light output) as a fun tion of the in ident proton
energy for the s intillator material used in VANDLE.
pra ti e, the parameter A is known, and the parameter kB is t to experimental
data. For VANDLEs s intillator material this equation has been parameterized by
Madey et al. [56℄, the graph of the ele tron energy (light output) as a fun tion of
proton energy is shown in Figure 3.2.
As light travels through the s intillator it will lose intensity or attenuate. The
attenuation of the light an be expressed as
I
I0

=e

x=L :

(3.2)

I is the intensity of the light at position x, I is the amount of light initially emitted,
and L is the attenuation length [52℄. The attenuation length for the VANDLE bars
is measured to be longer than the length of the module. Therefore, more than 63%
of the emitted light rea hes the ends of the module. As dis ussed in the previous
hapter, the timing of the a quisition system depends on the amplitude of the input
signal, and it is imperative that a signi ant fra tion of the emitted light be olle ted
to improve the timing and low energy threshold for the module.
0
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Figure 3.3: The s hemati diagram of a single VANDLE module. The bla k
omponent represents the s intillator material. The yellow, brown, and blue
omponents depi t the photomultiplier tube, the voltage divider, and the end ap,
respe tively.

3.2 Physi al Assembly
VANDLE uses square s intillator bars. Two sizes were hosen to a hieve the full
breadth of the s ienti goals. A s hemati of a single VANDLE bar is shown in
Figure 3.3.
The rst size is a 3x3x60 m bar. Due to their size, the \small" bars have small
light attenuation, whi h provides sensitivity to low energy neutrons, on the order
of 100 keV. They are eÆ ient at dete ting neutrons with energies greater than 100
keV. These reasons make the small bars an ex ellent hoi e for studying beta-delayed
neutron emission. These experiments typi ally require dete tion of neutrons with a
broad energy range. A parti ular hallenge is the dete tion of low energy neutrons
emitted from states near the neutron separation energy.
The \large" bars have dimensions of 5x5x200 m . The larger size allows for
a larger solid angle, whi h means that the bars an be pla ed mu h farther from
the implantation point. The added thi kness means that the bars are sensitive to a
mu h higher range of neutrons (2-20 MeV) than their smaller ounterparts. These
bars have a similar intrinsi eÆ ien y as the small bars; however, the peak of the
3

3
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Figure 3.4: A s hemati of a photomultiplier tube with atta hed s intillator. The
dashed lines indi ate the path of the ele trons.
eÆ ien y urve is higher in energy, nearly 2 MeV. The size and energy overage give
these bars an advantage in rea tion studies where one expe ts a range of neutron
energies depending on the dete tion angle.
3.2.1

Photomultiplier Tubes

S intillator dete tors typi ally require a photomultiplier tube (PMT) to onvert
s intillation light into ele tri al signals. The onversion takes pla e in several steps,
see Figure 3.4. First, the s intillation light impinges on the photo athode, whi h
onverts the photons into ele trons. This onversion o urs through the photoele tri
e e t. The most ommon types of photo athodes are semi ondu tors; the type is
hosen to mat h the frequen y of s intillation light. Ele trons from the photo athode
pass into the ele tron olle tion opti s. This fo uses the emitted ele trons into the
ele tron multiplier. The ele tron multiplier onsists of many dynodes, whi h are
designed so that the ele tri elds between them a elerate ele trons from the previous
dynode toward the next. The a elerated ele trons strike the next dynode in the
sequen e at a few hundred eV and strike with enough energy to release se ondary
ele trons [57℄. Immediately following the nal dynode is an anode that olle ts the
ele trons released in the ele tron multipli ation stage. The anode not only olle ts
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the ele trons but also makes a onne tion to the output ele troni s. In most ases the
output ele troni s onsists of a voltage divider that serves two purposes: providing
onne tions for biasing the PMT and outputting the signal from the anode.
Ea h VANDLE module has a PMT on ea h end, see Figure 3.3. This on guration
allows for optimal light olle tion. If only a single PMT were used, events at the far
end of the s intillator would have little of their light rea h the PMT due to the light
attenuation. This would produ e fewer ele trons in the photo athode, and a smaller
output signal. The timing of the system depends upon the amplitude of the signals;
it is riti al to maximize the amount of light olle ted in the PMTs.
3.2.2

Wrapping Material

There are two layers of wrapping material on the s intillators. The inner layer serves
to keep the s intillation light from es aping the s intillator. The timing performan e
of the dete tor is linked with the amount of light that an be olle ted from the
s intillator. Various wrapping materials were tested to judge their e e tiveness
at re e ting the s intillation light. Nitro ellulose paper (nitro) had the best
performan e, followed by aluminized Mylar. Unfortunately, the nitro is expensive
and brittle. For a large dete tor array the ost of will be prohibitive. The brittleness
makes working with large quantities of the material diÆ ult. For these reasons, only
the small bars are wrapped in the nitro. In ontrast the Mylar is relatively heap,
and easy to work with making it the ideal hoi e to wrap the larger bars.
The outer layer of the wrapping material provides several bene ts. First, it
prote ts the inner layer of wrapping. This is espe ially important for the nitro due to
its fragility. Se ond and most important, the outer wrapping prevents external light
from entering the dete tor. If the outer layer of wrapping is not light tight, a variety
of problems an arise. The PMTs may be damaged as they serve to amplify light
that rea hes them. The external light drasti ally in reases the amount of ba kground
that the PMTs experien e, whi h makes distinguishing true s intillation light from
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the external light diÆ ult, if not impossible. To omplete the wrapping, a pie e of
shrink tubing is pla ed over the PMTs. The tubing provides extra stability to the
joint between the PMT and s intillator. It has an added e e t of providing another
layer of light prote tion at the ends of the bars were the wrapping materials may not
fully over.

3.3 Gain Mat hing
Gain mat hing is the pro ess by whi h one alibrates individual PMTs so that they
respond identi ally to the same in ident light ensuring uniformity between di erent
VANDLE modules. This is a riti al step in the hara terization of the modules. If
the bars are not gain mat hed, then one annot reate omposite data by summing the
individual bars together. In addition, gain mat hing provides an energy alibration
for the light output of the dete tors. In this way, one an adjust the response of the
dete tors to t the spe i needs of the experiment.
In pra ti e, one uses the Compton e e t to gain mat h the PMTs. A sour e is
pla ed at the enter of a VANDLE module ensuring that the light rea hing both
PMTs is the same. The gammas from the sour e s atter o ele trons in the plasti .
The energy of the re oiling gamma is al ulated by
E0

=

1+

E

E
(1

os ) :
0

me 2

(3.3)

From whi h it follows that the maximum energy of the ele tron will be when the
gamma transfers the maximum energy or when 0 = .
E0

=

E

1 + mEe
2
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Figure 3.5: (a): The integrated tra e values (QDC) before the PMTs are gain
mat hed. (b): The integrated tra e values (QDC) after the PMTs are gain mat hed.
The energy of the ele tron an be al ulated from the following expression:
Eemax = E

E0 :

(3.5)

The ele tron energy is expressed in keVee. The energy of the ele tron an be used to
al ulate the light output of the s intillator. This an yields the onversion between
ADC hannel and keVee. By appropriately setting the position of the Compton edge
in the ADC one an ensure that the ADCs dynami range en ompasses the entire
range of neutrons of interest.
Figure 3.5a displays the individual PMTs for a single module before gain mat hing.
The two PMTs have the same applied voltage, but perform di erently for the same
in ident light. Figure 3.5b shows the same bar after the gain mat hing has been done.
The two PMTs now behave identi ally to the sour e. The di eren e in statisti s is
due to a di eren e in measurement times.

3.4 Teeny VANDLE
The appli ation of the FA to a pulser is an idealized situation. To determine the
response of the algorithm to a true photomultiplier signal, a pair of test dete tors was
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onstru ted. The dete tors used small 1x1x0.4 in pie es of Eljen EJ-200 s intillator
oupled to Hamamatsu R580 PMTs from VANDLE. The length of the s intillator
rystal ontributes approximately 80 ps to the time resolution, given by the transit
time of light through the small s intillator hip. The omponents were arranged into
two on gurations. The rst used a single pie e of s intillator material between two
PMTs. This dete tor is optimized for measuring the timing of the system. The se ond
arrangement, optimized for the measurement of timing walk, uses two s intillators
ea h with their own PMT. In ea h ase the s intillator and PMTs were wrapped in a
layer of Te on tape, a layer of Mylar with polymer ba king, and bla k ele tri al tape.
The resulting dete tors were onne ted to the Pixie-16-250 system in the same
setup as the pulser. A Co sour e provides a alibration for the PMT. The Compton
edge of the sour e was pla ed at 75% of the ADCs dynami range. This means that
a majority of the signals will be of high amplitude and as seen in Figure 2.5, they
will produ e the best possible timing. More details of the spe i setups follow in the
next se tions.
3
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3.4.1

Resolution

The results of the resolution test an be seen in Figure 3.6. This resolution is the
time di eren e between the arrival times of the PMTs atta hed to the small pie e of
s intillator. The resolution of the system is approximately 0.6 ns over the full range. If
only the high energy signals are onsidered the resolution improves to approximately
0.5 ns. The resolution will be dominated by the transit time of the ele trons in the
PMTs and not by the algorithm. This dete tor also maintains the linear relationship
between the phases, Figure 3.7. Both this and the resolution indi ate that the FA
performs as needed for high resolution timing purposes.
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Figure 3.6: The time di eren e between two PMTs in the resolution setup. These
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linear relationship for timing from the digital system.
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Figure 3.8: The amplitude of the start signal. The verti al line represents the software
threshold for plotting the Max Amplitude of the stop versus the time di eren e, Figure
3.9.
3.4.2

Timing Walk Chara terization

This measurement used two dete tors ea h onsisting of a s intillator oupled to a
PMT. The dete tors are independently wrapped and timing walk of the system o urs
when the relative amplitudes of the signals are mismat hed. To measure the timing
walk, we use a software gate on signals with amplitude larger than the Compton edge
asso iated with the gamma sour e, see Figure 3.8, and have minimum timing walk.
After this ondition is imposed the amplitude of the se ond signal is plot against
the time di eren e between signals, see Figure 3.9. Cuts on the amplitude for the
se ond signal are made, whi h proje t the time di eren e. This proje tion is t with
a Gaussian fun tion, and one an onstru t a graph of the walk as a fun tion of
amplitude, see Figure 3.10. A t applied to these data provides a way to orre t the
al ulated phase.

3.5 On-board Triggering Logi
In addition to the digital timing methods, we developed a ustom triggering s heme
for VANDLE. This triggering s heme allows the system to operate at a low energy
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Figure 3.11: A s hemati of the on-board oin iden e triggering used for the VANDLE
system. Level 1 indi ates the pairwise oin iden es between PMTs on a VANDLE
module. Level 2 represents the logi al AND ondition between VANDLE and the
start dete tors. The system an handle up to 16 start dete tors and n VANDLE
modules.
threshold while redu ing data rates. The triggering s heme, while following standard
pra ti es implemented for similar dete tors, is unique in that it does not use auxiliary
ele troni s to distribute the implementation a ross the FPGAs of the data a quisition
system. The diagram, Figure 3.11, is the s hemati representation of the logi gates
implemented on the FPGAs. The FPGAs generate the oin iden e signals via the
on-board logi lters using operating prin iples developed previously for a segmented
germanium dete tor array [58℄.
Implementing pairwise oin iden es for the PMTs on ea h VANDLE module
provides sensitivity for low energy signals from neutrons, Level 1 in Fig. 3.11. This
operation is implemented lo ally, as ea h pair of signals use the same FPGA. The
oin iden e ondition of 100 - 200 ns redu es the readout rate and is suÆ ient to
nearly eliminate triggers on thermal noise. The pairwise triggering in reases the
neutron eÆ ien y due to the greatly lowered trigger thresholds, more details on this
will be dis ussed in a subsequent publi ation [34℄.
The lo al oin iden e ondition is not ompletely adequate for VANDLEs needs as
VANDLE is a time-of- ight dete tor. This means that VANDLE requires an auxiliary
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\start" dete tor, and this start dete tor must be onsidered in the full oin iden e
triggering s heme. The triggers generated by the signals from the start dete tor are
distributed through the ba kplane bus to all of the FPGAs in the system [58℄. As
is shown in Fig. 3.11, Level 2 is a logi al AND between VANDLE and the start
triggers that has a broader time gate, 1 s long and takes into a ount the spread
in the time of ight. The output of this gate is broad ast ba k to the trigger bus
and seen by all FPGAs and used for validation of the triggers. In this situation the
a quisition re ords only signals that have at least one pair of VANDLE signals and
a start dete tor. The spe i dete tors produ ing the start signals varies between
experiments: a beta dete tor for beta-delayed neutron studies or a trigger asso iated
with a spe i nu lear rea tion. The reliable operation of this oin iden e s heme was
tested with 3 MHz on the start trigger, whi h ful lls the requirements for VANDLEs
data a quisition. The versatility of the on-board oin iden e triggering, as well as
the redu ed data load, is instrumental to the performan e of the digital a quisition
system.

3.6 EÆ ien y of Neutron Dete tion
Be ause every parti le passing through the s intillator does not deposit energy,
the most important feature of the dete tor to hara terize is the eÆ ien y. The
eÆ ien y allows one to determine the absolute number of undete ted parti les during
a measurement. In order to determine the eÆ ien y, a omparison must be made to a
standard with a known eÆ ien y. In this work two methods provided an independent
he k of the eÆ ien y of a VANDLE module.
The rst method used the Al(d,n) rea tion measured by Massey et al at Ohio
University [59℄. This rea tion produ es a ontinuous neutron spe trum in the range
of 0.2 and 14 MeV; the pre ise range of interest for VANDLE. A tandem a elerated
deuterons to an energy of 7.4 MeV, whi h were then in ident on an Al target.
Pulsing the beam of deuterons provided a start signal for the a quisition system.
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A movable arm, holding the target, allows the angle of the rea tion produ ts to be
adjusted. The neutron spe trum of interest required an angle of 120Æ. A large on rete
wall with an aperture ollimated the neutrons and gammas from the rea tion.
The small VANDLE module, pla ed 13 m from the rea tion target, had two
measurement positions. The rst position pla ed the module so that the beam
of neutrons and gammas illuminated the entire s intillator. The se ond position
positioned the VANDLE module above the beam, and provided a measurement of
the ba kground. With the VANDLE module in this position, no neutron events
orrelated with the beam pulses. The eÆ ien y measured in this experiment are
shown in Figure 3.12
The se ond method of alibration uses neutrons emitted from a Cf sour e. The
neutrons from this sour e are hara terized and the results summarized by Manhart
[60℄. This experiment required a referen e dete tor in order to determine the absolute
yield of neutrons from the sour e. The LENDA group used an identi al dete tor in
the eÆ ien y alibration for their s intillators [42℄. A omparison of the spe trum
from the liquid s intillator and from the VANDLE module provides a measurement
of the eÆ ien y, see Figure 3.12. The two methods for measuring the eÆ ien y agree
well. This provides VANDLE with a well hara terized response.
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3.7 Dete tor Simulations
Simulations of the dete tor modules are ne essary to understand aspe ts of the
system, whi h may be diÆ ult or impossible to measure. For example, during a typi al
beta de ay experiment in the absen e of a normalization ase; the absolute number
of neutrons produ ed annot be determined. A simulation of the full dete tor setup
will allow one to re onstru t the expe ted eÆ ien y. The simulation provides ru ial
information about the modules and systems that may otherwise be unattainable.
The Geant4 [61℄ provides the framework ne essary to perform simulations for this
work. This software pa kage allows one to build ea h omponent of the dete tor,
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Figure 3.12: The eÆ ien y for the small VANDLE module using the Al (d,n)
rea tion ( ir les) and Cf (triangles). The threshold for the Al(d,n) data was
30 keVee, and the threshold for the Cf measurement was 0 keVee.
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experimental setup, and surrounding environment. On e this is omplete, the user
an then hoose from a variety of radiation sour es to intera t with the environment.
The user may spe ify the type of radiation and the geometry of the sour e. The
software then pro eeds to run Monte Carlo events for the desired setup and provides
the user with visualization options.
The results from the simulation are only as good as the implementation of the
ne essary physi s. It is, onsequently, riti al for one to test the simulation against
measured or known quantities. Only in this way will one a hieve a robust simulation.
This work uses the measured eÆ ien y as a ben hmark for the simulations. The
results of this omparison are shown in Figure 3.13. This gure demonstrates that
the simulation of the VANDLE modules ontains the ne essary physi s to reprodu e
a urately the dete tor's response.
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Figure 3.13: The simulated eÆ ien y (diamonds) ompared with the measured
eÆ ien y from a Cf measurement. The threshold for this simulation was 30 keVee.
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Chapter 4
Beam Produ tion and
Experimental Details

4.1 The Holli eld Radioa tive Ion Beam Fa ility
The Holli eld Radioa tive Ion Beam Fa ility (HRIBF) [62℄, Figure 4.1 at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory uses the isotope separation on-line te hnique [63℄ to
produ e rare, unstable isotopes. The Oak Ridge Iso hronous Cy lotron produ es a
beam of 40 MeV protons, whi h impinge on a Uranium Carbide target. The protons
indu e ssion in the target, whi h is heated so that the ssion fragments e use from
the ion sour e avity where they are surfa e ionized [64℄. An ele tri eld extra ts
the ions and a elerates them towards the mass separators. The rst stages of mass
separators separate various elements a ording to their mass number.
The beam then passes into a harge ex hange ell that reates negative ions.
Negative ions are ne essary for use with the tandem a elerator. After the harge
ex hange ell, the beam passes through a nal stage of isobar separation. This stage
of separation is apable of reating a nearly pure beam of the desired isotope. Finally,
the beam is transported to the experimental end station [65℄.
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Figure 4.1: A s hemati view of the HRIBF.

4.2 The Low-energy Radioa tive Ion Beam Spe tros opy Station
The Low-energy Radioa tive Ion Beam Spe tros opy Station (LeRIBSS) [66℄, Figure
4.2 is used to study the de ay of neutron ri h isotopes. LeRIBSS re eives radioa tive
ion beams from the high resolution isobar separator magnets. Be ause the tandem
a elerator is not used, the beams an either be positively or negatively harged.
This allows for higher beam rates be ause the harge ex hange ell used to produ e
negative ions has an eÆ ien y between 10 and 50% [65℄.
4.2.1

Ele trostati

Ki ker and Moving Tape Colle tor

The ions are implanted onto a 1/2 in h tape that is part of the moving tape olle tor.
The moving tape olle tor is oupled to a ele trostati ki ker that de e ts the beam
away from the implantation point. One dete tion \ y le" is a period of beam
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Figure 4.2: A s hemati of LERIBSS, whi h is lo ated dire tly below the tandem
tower in Figure 4.1.
olle tion on the lm, a period where the beam is de e ted by the ki ker, and a
period where the de ay produ ts are transported away from the dete tors. The y le is
adjusted for the spe i isotope of interest. For example, if the isotope of interest has
a half-life of 0.5 s. A possible y le would be 3 s, 2 s, and 0.6 s. This would allow the
isotope of interest to rea h saturation, meaning that the implantation rate is the same
as the de ay rate. The de ays would then be observed for 4 half-lives. The sample
would be then moved away from the dete tors in 0.6 se onds. Figure 4.3 displays a
typi al grow-and-de ay urve for the neutrons from Cu, the measured half-life of
the de ay is 0.52(0.01) s, whi h is slightly larger than the expe ted 0.4681(20) s.
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4.2.2

Beta Dete tors

To dete t the beta parti les emitted during de ays a pair of 1 mm thi k plasti
s intillators surround the implantation point, see Figure 4.4. The 1 mm thi kness
provides a redu ed intera tion probability for gamma rays in the s intillator. These
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Figure 4.3: The grow-and-de ay urve for the neutrons from the de ay of Cu. The
measured half-life is 0.52(0.01)s.
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s intillators are urved so that they ompletely surround a 2 in h diameter beam pipe.
The light attenuation of su h a thin s intillator is high, whi h means that parti les
intera ting at the far end of s intillator have a small fra tion of their light rea h the
PMT. These s intillators require the use of a light guide, whi h bend the light from
the thin interfa e of the s intillator to the ir ular aperture of the PMT. The typi al
eÆ ien y of these dete tors ranges from 13% to 60%, and depends upon the ele tron
energy. The eÆ ien y urve for the beta s intillators is presented in Referen e [67℄.
4.2.3

High Purity Ge Clover Dete tors

The experimental setup used two Ge lovers. The lovers measure the gamma rays
emitted from the de ay riti al for the identi ation of isotopes. The gamma
rays an be used to reate gates on neutrons dete ted in VANDLE. Therefore, it is
imperative that the eÆ ien y and alibration of the Ge dete tors be determined. This
pro edure is well known, and will not be detailed here, for more information see Refs.
[52, 68℄. The eÆ ien y urve for the lovers is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: A photograph of the beta s intillators and lovers. The individual
omponents are labeled. The implantation point is lo ated between the Ge lovers.
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Figure 4.5: The eÆ ien y urve for the Ge lovers. The squares represent the data
points, the blue line the t to the data.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Analysis

The analysis of VANDLE data is broken into several stages. The ultimate goal of
the analysis is the re onstru tion of the neutron intensity from the ToF spe tra. The
analysis begins with onstru ting a simulation of the experiment. Next, one sorts
the data and onstru ts the ne essary information to begin the visualization. The
nal stage of the analysis is the re onstru tion of the experimental B(GT) from the
neutron spe tra. Ea h of these steps are detailed in the following se tions.

5.1 GEANT4 Simulations and EÆ ien y
GEANT4 simulations of the experimental setup (Fig. 5.1) are riti al to the analysis
be ause neutrons s atter from the experimental setup and other dete tors. VANDLE
modules dete t these s attered neutrons at times longer than dire t neutrons giving
peaks in the ToF spe trum a tail at longer times of ight, see Figure 5.2. These peak
shapes provide the basis for ts to the ToF spe trum.
The neutron dete tion eÆ ien y for VANDLE varies depending on the threshold
of the uts imposed on the data. Be ause there is not a simple way to dire tly measure
this, we use a GEANT4 simulation to determine the eÆ ien y as a fun tion of the
varying threshold. A plot of this eÆ ien y is shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.1: The experimental setup as modeled in GEANT4. Pi ture ourtesy S.
Ilyushkin.
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Figure 5.2: The e e ts of s attered neutrons on the neutron peaks as modeled by the
GEANT4 simulation. The simulation takes into a ount the orre tions to the ToF
introdu ed by the neutron ight path.
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Figure 5.3: The intrinsi neutron dete tion eÆ ien y of a single VANDLE module
from the GEANT4 simulation using a threshold imposed by the banana ut in Figure
5.4. The solid blue line is a t to the data points, whi h ome from the simulation of
the setup.
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5.2 Data Parsing
The rst step parses raw data from the Pixie modules into an \event" a ording to a
user de ned event window. For this experiment, the event window was hosen to be
3 s; any events with time di eren es inside of the three ns window are onsidered
orrelated. A C++ program sorts the events a ording to the timestamp and applies
the timing algorithms dis ussed in Chapter 2. The program also applies the various
energy and time alibrations to the data. Then the events are analyzed a ording
to their dete tor type, e.g. individual VANDLE modules are \built". This stage of
the analysis orrelates the , gamma, and neutron events, and performs gating of
the data. Due to the high amount of s attering in the system, only a subset of the
VANDLE bars are used for this analysis. On e the data is sorted it is passed to the
visualization routines.

5.3 Visualization
5.3.1

Neutron Time-of-Flight Spe tra

As ea h event is pro essed by the software, the data lls user de ned histograms, see
Figure 5.4. This gure plots the light output (L) of a VANDLE module as a fun tion
of the time of ight (ToF) of the dete ted parti le. The prompt gammas from the
de ay appear at a ToF of 1.7 ns. Be ause the neutrons deposit a range of energies
into the s intillator they may be identi ed by their kinemati urve, whi h follows
the kineti energy formula, (E = 0:5mv ). The banana gate (blue line) in Figure 5.4
a ts as a veto for events lying outside the banana and one may proje t the spe trum
onto the ToF axis. Figure 5.5 displays the ToF spe trum for ; Cu and Ga.
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Figure 5.4: The light output versus time of ight for Cu. The large peak at 1.7 ns
orresponds to the prompt gammas from the de ay. The blue line is the banana gate
and outlines the neutron kinemati urve.
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5.3.2

Ge Clover Spe tra

The Ge lovers play two instrumental roles in the experiment: beam identi ation
and neutron gating. Beam identi ation is possible due to the fa t that ea h nu leus
posses a hara teristi gamma spe trum, see Figure 5.6. In this gure, the top most
brown line represents an ungated gamma spe trum. The blue line demonstrates
the e e ts of applying a oin iden e ondition with the dete tors, whi h remove
ba kground ontaminants, e.g. K. This spe trum provides a pre ise view of the
nu lei that are asso iated with a beta parti le. The nal tan line in Fig. 5.6 displays
the e e t of neutron gating on the gamma spe trum, the banana gate provides this
oin iden e ondition.
The two gammas in Fig. 5.6a, 598.6 keV and 697.7 keV, originate from the
4 !2 !0 as ade observed by Ilyushkin et al. [67℄ in the de ay of Cu. For the
de ay of Cu, Fig. 5.6b, a single line survives the neutron gating with energy of 114.7
keV, previously observed by Korgul et al. [69℄. Similarly, a single line survives in the
Ga spe trum, Fig. 5.6 , with an energy of 247.8 keV. None of the presented ases
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Figure 5.5: The ToF spe tra for ; Cu and Ga. The blue line is the results from
the ML t to the data (points). The dashed urves below the blue urve are the
individual Crystal Ball omponents of the t. In panels (b), (d), and (f) the neutron
spe trum has been gated on the indi ated gamma transition in the beta-delayed
neutron daughter.
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display an unknown gamma line in oin iden e with the neutrons. These gammas
lines play a pivotal role in understanding the stru ture of the de ay.
The gammas asso iated with the neutron spe tra provide additional gating for
the previous Neutron spe tra. Gating on gamma lines from the beta-delayed neutron
daughter provides information about the the emitted neutrons, su h as their spin.
Figure 5.5 displays the neutron spe tra gated using the gammas asso iated with
deex itation of the beta-delayed neutron daughter. One may immediately noti e
di eren es between the singles spe tra, e.g. Fig. 5.5 , and the gated spe tra, Fig.
5.5d; the gamma gated spe tra may display only peaks at parti ular neutron energies.
The drawba k to gating the neutron spe trum using the gammas is that one may be
left with low statisti s, see Fig 5.5f.
5.3.3

The VANDLE Analysis Software Toolkit - VAST

The nal stage in the data work ow has been bundled into the VANDLE Analysis
Software Toolkit (VAST). This toolkit provides the ne essary C++ software to t the
ToF spe tra, al ulate the neutron bran hing ratio, and al ulate the B(GT). This
software was developed so that the analysis of ToF data from VANDLE ould be
pro essed easily and eÆ iently. These steps are dis ussed in the following se tions.
5.3.4

Maximum Likelihood Fitting

The ToF data were analyzed using maximum likelihood tting. This tting method
uses probability density fun tions (PDFs) to determine the parameters of an analyti
fun tion that were most likely to produ e the provided data set. This tting method
does not require the data to be binned into a histogram, thus making it more robust
by removing any dependen e on the binning of the data. This method works well
for data sets with low statisti s, be ause a least-squares algorithm requires that the
individual histogram bins obey Gaussian statisti s [70℄.
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Here we adopt the notation used by Myung [71℄. Let f (^yjw^) denote a PDF whi h
yields the probability of observing the data y^ given the set of parameters w^. Ea h
data point in the data ve tor is assumed to be statisti ally independent from one
another. Under this assumption, one writes the PDF as
f (^yjw^ ) =

N
Y
j =1

fj (yj jwj ):

(5.1)

The PDF must be a ontinuous, di erentiable fun tion. This is a ru ial requirement
as the fun tion is maximized through di erentiation during the analysis.
In general, one knows the data making up y, and is interested in nding the
fun tional parameters that reprodu e it. For this work, a Crystal Ball (CB) fun tion
[72, 73, 74℄ losely approximates the dete tor response. The CB has a Gaussian ore,
whi h is modi ed by a power-law tail, see Eqn 5.2.
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The power-law omponent of the CB takes into a ount neutrons s attered from
materials surrounding the dete tors arriving at mu h later times, see Figure 5.2. The
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sigma of the CB should a ount for both the intrinsi timing of the VANDLE module,
as well as the resolution of the start dete tor. This resolution of the start dete tor
is obtained by tting the prompt gammas in the ToF spe trum. The GEANT4
simulation of the experiment provides the intrinsi timing of a VANDLE module,
whi h is dependent upon the energy of the in ident neutron. The nal PDF that is
used will be a onvolution of the Gaussian resolution from the start dete tor with a
CB having an intrinsi resolution based o of its mean.
Now that a suitable PDF is identi ed, we now de ne the likelihood fun tion, L.
L is de ned by inverting the roles of y^ and w^ in the PDF:
L(w^ jy^) = f (^yjw^ ):

(5.4)

The likelihood fun tion of interest will be the set of w^ = fw ; : : : ; wk g that reprodu e
the data in y^. The te hnique of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) enables one
to determine the set of w^ that is most likely to have produ ed the data. Taking
the natural log of the likelihood fun tion, ln L(w^jy^), makes the problem more
omputationally tra table. Maximizing the likelihood equation,
0

 lnL(w^ jy^)
wi

= 0;

(5.5)

with respe t to the wi yields the MLE estimate. In addition, the ondition must be
met that the se ond derivative of the log likelihood fun tion must be a maximum:
 2 lnL(w^jy^)
< 0:
wi 2
5.3.5

(5.6)

Implementation of the Maximum Likelihood Method

This work used the RooFit [75℄ pa kage available within the ROOT [76℄ data analysis
framework for performing the ts. RooFit uses the MINUIT [77℄ minimization
algorithms to perform the ts. In order to take advantage of these algorithms the
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RooFit pa kage onstru ts the negative log-likelihood (NLL) fun tion, -lnL(wjy).
This fun tion is then minimized with respe t to the free parameters of the fun tion.
Figure 5.5 displays the results of these ts; the individual ts shall be dis ussed later
in this hapter.
It is ne essary to parameterize the variables , n, and  in the CB fun tion be ause
they ontrol aspe ts of the fun tion that depend on the mean. The parameter
ontrols the fra tion of the fun tion ontained within the tail. The parameter n
ontrols how qui kly the tail dies, and  is the resolution of the Gaussian. The
parameterization o urs in three steps. First, the simulated data for a given neutron
energy is t with a CB shape. This tted fun tion is then onvoluted with a Gaussian
with the measured resolution of the beta dete tor. The parameters of the onvoluted
fun tion provide the nal parameters for the CB response fun tion at the given energy.
This pro ess is repeated for various energies between 0.1 and 5 MeV to determine
the fun tional dependen e of the parameter on the neutron energy. These variables
are then fully dependent upon the ToF during ts to the spe trum. This pro edure
has an added bene t in that the tting algorithms no longer need to perform the
onvolution of the CB with the Gaussian on the y.
Be ause the neutron peaks are, in general, unresolved, one must hoose how
many peaks to in lude in the model to reprodu e the data. This an qui kly lead
to over tting of the data set and erroneous results. A natural way to he k the
robustness of the t is to generate a Monte Carlo sample from the tted model, x
all of the tted parameters ex ept the yields, and t the model to the MC data set.
If a parti ular yield displays variations that do not follow Gaussian statisti s with a
mean of 0 and a varian e of 1.0, it is likely that the model is over or under tting the
data set.
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Figure 5.7: The bran hing ratio spe tra and B(GT) for ; Cu and Ga. The verti al
lines represent the indi ated neutron separation energies and Q value for the de ay.
These spe tra assume that all of the neutron feeding goes to the ground state. The
al ulation in ludes spreading of the intensity due to the timing resolution of the
system. The stars show the sensitivity limit of the system.
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5.4 Cal ulation of the Pn and B(GT)
The individual omponents of the tted model only provide the yield within the tted
region. For this reason, it is ne essary to integrate the tail of the omponents outside
of the tted region. The integrated area of the omponents is then adjusted by the
intrinsi eÆ ien y of the VANDLE modules, whi h provides the neutron yield (Yn)
for a given omponent (n). Summing the Yn for ea h omponent gives the total
intrinsi eÆ ien y adjusted yield for the model. The total number of de ays may be
al ulated by the following equation:
N

= AI

(5.7)

:

N is the total number of beta de ays, A is the total number of observed gammas
for a parti ular gamma energy,  is the Ge eÆ ien y for the measured gamma line,
and I is the absolute bran hing ratio of the gamma line. Dividing the total number
of neutrons by the total number of beta de ays yields the Pn for the de ay.
The total neutron yields of the omponents also provide the bran hing ratio (In)
of the neutron peak, whi h is given by
In =

Yn

N 

(5.8)

:

is the geometri overage of the bars in the experiment, and  is the eÆ ien y of the
beta s intillators. The bran hing ratio is then spread using a Gaussian distribution,
where the amplitude is given by the magnitude of the bran hing ratio, the mean is
the energy of the neutron peak, and sigma is given by In = 0:5n. The spreading
provides the neutron density distribution seen in Figures 5.7a, 5.7 , and 5.7e.
Using the neutron density distribution, one may al ulate the beta de ay strength
distribution, B(GT):
C
B (GT ) =
:
(5.9)
f (Z; Q E )(t =I )
x
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=

1 2

n

The oeÆ ient C is a onstant with a value of 3812.4 s, f (Z; Q Ex) is the Fermi
fun tion, Ex is the ex itation energy of the neutron line, and t = is the lifetime of the
de ay, for a full derivation of this equation see Ref. [7℄. Figures 5.7b, 5.7d, and 5.7f
display the results of this al ulation. There is a hard uto on the low energy side
of the B(GT) at 0.03 MeV due to the banana gate. The stars on these Figures show
the sensitivity limit of the measurement. Ea h star represents the B(GT) al ulated
from a neutron peak ontaining 10 measured neutrons. The ba kground for the
measurement is 1 ount per se ond, whi h means that a neutron peak with 10 ounts
would be at the 10 sigma limit for the measurement. The sensitivity limit urve
indi ates that the measured B(GT) are statisti ally signi ant. The interpretation of
the B(GT) follows in the next hapter.
1 2
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Chapter 6
Experimental Results

The VANDLE experiment investigated nearly 30 nu lei, see Figure 6.1, around doubly
magi Ni and Sn. These regions provided many ex ellent ases for beta-delayed
neutron emission be ause they are near losed shells and far from stability. Little
information is known on the energies of the neutrons emitted from these nu lei.
Rudstam et al. used a He proportional ounter to measure the energy spe tra of
various ssion fragments and observe a dis rete line stru ture in the spe tra [27℄.
Similarly, Kratz et al. investigated As and Br isotopes using a He ionization hamber
[28℄ and from these spe tra al ulated the beta de ay strength distribution. These
strength distributions and dis rete line stru tures do not take into a ount the possible
e e ts of pandemonium. Greenwood et al. performed one of the last measurements
of beta delayed neutrons in the light ssion fragment region using a ombination of
H dete tors and a CH ionization hamber [78℄. Sin e this measurement in 1997 the
study of energy resolved beta-delayed neutron emission of ssion fragments has been
stagnant and VANDLEs goal is to bridge this gap in the experimental data. The
most re ent measurements in this eld are a remeasurement of the I pre ursor by
Yee et al. [79℄.
The de ay of isotopes near Ni may be s hemati ally explained by the Extreme
Single Parti le Shell Model (ESPSM) [1℄ as a transformation of single parti le neutron
78
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Figure 6.1: A summary of the VANDLE experiment performed in February 2012.
Nu lei measured with VANDLE are in red boxes. The teal, pink, and blue boxes
represent various r-pro ess paths and the dashed lines represent the shell losures.
Progressing shades of grey represent in reasing Q n windows.
states from the p = , f = , p = , and g = orbitals, see Figure 1.3, into their respe tive
spin-orbit partner proton orbitals. For Ni these transitions onne t the 0 ground
state to 1 ex ited states in Cu with parti le-hole on gurations. The literature
[7, 80, 81℄ hara terizes these on gurations as ore-polarized states (CPS), spin- ip
states (SFS), and ba k spin- ip states (BSFS). One may al ulate the matrix elements
for these on gurations, whi h leads to the single parti le pi ture in Figure 6.2. Table
6.1 lists the initial and nal states for the CPS, SFS, and BSFS transitions for p,f,g
shell. For Ni the SFS state is energeti ally forbidden. This model is a starting point
for the following dis ussions. This work presents just a sele tion of the studied nu lei:
; Cu and Ga.
One may modify the ESPSM using the Tamm-Dan o approximation [82, 83, 84℄,
whi h uses a repulsive residual intera tion to al ulate the beta de ay strength
distribution. Within this framework a Giant Gamow-Teller resonan e (GTR)
appears due to the oherent sum of the individual parti le-hole ex itations. This
3 2

5 2

1 2

9 2
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78

78

77 78
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+

Table 6.1: The initial and nal states for CPS, SFS, and BSFS transitions in the p,f,g
shell. For Ni the SFS transition is energeti ally forbidden.
Transition Type Initial State Final State
2p =
2p =
1f
1f =
=
CPS
2p =
2p =
2g =
2g =
2p =
2p =
SFS
1g =
1g =
BSFS
2p =
2p =
78

3 2

3 2

5 2

5 2

1 2

1 2

9 2

9 2

3 2

1 2

9 2

7 2

1 2

3 2

model on entrates the strength distribution into individual transitions, whi h is a
simpli ation of reality.
A more sophisti ated model, QRPA [13, 14, 85℄, produ es larger fragmentation of
the strengths that still ontain the GTR. However, the GTR lies outside of the beta
de ay window. This model predi ts a group of states lower in energy, pygmy GTR,
that are omposed of CPS and BSFS states [26℄. In this model, the \pygmy" GTR
enters into the beta de ay window as one rosses the N=50 shell losure, see Figure
2 in Referen e [26℄; this auses a sudden jump in the beta delayed neutron bran hing
ratios. The bran hing ratios would tend toward 100% were it not for the ompetition
of the rst forbidden transitions with the GT transitions.
Previous measurements in the region by Kratz et al. [28℄ laimed that the peak
stru ture in the beta-delayed neutron spe tra orrespond to the existen e of individual
transitions, whi h we attribute to the pygmy resonan es. Re all that this stru ture
is dismissed by Hardy et al. [30℄ as statisti al u tuations due to a high density of
states populated in beta de ay. The QRPA al ulations by Borzov that in lude the
pygmy resonan e produ e good agreement between lifetimes and neutron bran hing
ratios [21, 86℄. This indi ates that the pygmy resonan es are required and that the
resonan e stru tures in the B(GT) are expe ted. This work observes these B(GT)
stru tures experimentally.
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Figure 6.2: The de ay of Ni into Cu using the extreme single parti le model (top
panel) and the Tamm-Dan o Approximation. In both ases only the de ays to 1
states in the daughter nu leus are onsidered [1℄.
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6.1 77Cu
Armbruster et al. dis overed Cu in 1987 using ssion fragments from indu ed ssion
of U with the LOHENGRIN re oil separator [87℄. Kratz et al. measured the halflife to be 469(8) ms [88℄. The most omprehensive study of this nu leus omes from
Ilyushkin et al. [67℄ where the P was determined to be 30(20)%. This experiment
used the ranging-out te hnique as well as LeRIBSS, and o urred at the HRIBF.
The ranging-out te hnique provides an ex ellent method to determine the absolute
bran hing ratios for the de ays be ause the system ounts the number of ions passing
through it. In addition to the ranging-out, LeRIBSS provided a better determination
of the half-life and allowed the gamma rays to be gated with beta dete tors. Other
groups studying Cu used similar methods to those des ribed and more information
may be found in Referen es [89℄ and [69℄. The ground state spin-parity of Cu is
5/2- as measured by Koster et al. [90℄ using in-sour e laser spe tros opy.
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Figure 6.3: Experimental data (blue line) ompared with al ulations performed by
Sieja et al. [2℄. The verti al dashed line represents the neutron separation energy.
For energies just above S the B(GT) u tuates rapidly due to Pandemonium. The
experimental data show more distin t peak stru ture than the theoreti al model.
n

Sieja et al. [2℄ performed shell model al ulations for the strength distribution
of Cu. These al ulations in luded only GT transitions and predi ted strengths
for 3/2 , 5/2 , and 7/2 states in Zn, and in luded all a tive orbitals in the f,p,
and g shells. Figure 6.3 displays the results of this al ulation as ompared with
the experimental B(GT). The strong u tuations of the experimental B(GT) near
the S are due to Pandemonium, see Ch. 1. Interestingly, the experimental spe tra
show more distin t peak stru ture at higher energies than the al ulations. The
Q value for the de ay does not allow for determination of the B(GT) for higher
energies. The omparisons between observed and modeled neutron spe tra reinfor e
the dis repan y between observation and theory, see Figure 6.4. Here we use the
statisti al Hauser-Feshba h odes by Kawano et al. [32℄, whi h takes into a ount
the entrifugal barrier that a e ts neutron emission and gamma-neutron emission
ompetition. The neutron spe tra from these al ulations show less stru ture than
the experimental spe tra dedu ed from VANDLE.
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Figure 6.4: Experimental data for Cu (blue line) ompared with al ulations
(brown line) performed by M. Bertolli using statisti al odes by T. Kawano et al
and the experimental B(GT) as input. We observe a large dis repan y between the
experimental and theoreti al neutron spe tra.
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6.2 78Cu
Lund et al. dis overed Cu in 1987 at Studsvik using the isotope separator on-line
fa ility OSIRIS [91℄. PieÆer et al. provides the rst measurement of the Pn to be
15 % [92℄, but the unknown energy of parti les and unknown number of olle ted
ions made the bran hing ratio unreliable. Subsequent work by van Roosbroe k at
ISOLDE pla es a lower limit on the Pn 65(20)% [93℄, whi h is in good agreement
with Ref. [86℄. A on i ting Pn measured by Hosmer et al. [94℄ is lower than the
previous measurements at 44.0(5.4)%. It was postulated that the dis repan y may
be due to a previously unknown isomeri state in the daughter nu leus; however, this
was ruled out by Koster et al. [90℄ who observed no isomeri states in the de ay
daughter. Finally, Korgul et al. measured the neutron bran hing ratio at the HRIBF
using a ombination of an MCP and an ion hamber together with high purity Ge
lovers to pre isely determine the number of implanted ions [69℄. Their measurement
of the bran hing ratio losely agrees with Refs. [93℄ and [86℄ and is 65(8)%.
78

+10
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The large B(GT) value for the Cu de ay may be interpreted in the following way.
the large Q value for this de ay (13.0 MeV) along with the high neutron bran hing
ratio (65(8)%) provides the possibility of seeing a larger portion of the GT pygmy
resonan e states lo ated within the Q window.
78

6.3 84Ga
Kratz et al. dis overed Ga in 1991 [88℄ using indu ed ssion of a UC target and
identi ed it using the ISOLDE on-line mass separator. Sin e its dis overy, several
groups studied the de ay using high resolution gamma ray dete tors [95, 96, 97℄;
however, few gammas have been asso iated with the de ay due to the large neutron
bran hing ratio. Of importan e to this work, Kratz et al. measured the Pn to
be 70(15)% [88℄. Winger et al. studied the nu leus at the HRIBF and provides a
measured neutron bran hing ratio of 74(14)% [18℄, whi h is onsistent with previous
measurements. The most re ent measurement by Kolos et al. expanded the known
level s hemes for ; Ge [98℄.
The de ay of Ga has a Q window of 13.9 MeV. This nu leus is past the N=50
shell losure, whi h means that parti le-hole ex itations are 3 MeV higher in energy
than for N<50 nu lei, a ording to mass measurements by Hakala et al. [99℄. This
nu leus displays the most prominent peak stru ture for high energy neutrons that
an be attributed to the GT pygmy resonan e postulated by Borzov [26℄. Figure
6.5 shows the omparison between the predi tions by Borzov and the QRPA and
the experimental spe tra. The gure demonstrates the while the VANDLE data
reveals eviden e for the pygmy resonan e, there is a dis repan y between the strength
distributions.
In addition, we have performed statisti al model al ulations using the experimental B(GT) spe tra, Figure 6.6. Be ause the ground state spin-parity of Ga is
unknown, we postulated spins and parities for the g.s. to range between 0 to 5 .
These al ulations indi ate a preferen e for a 5 g.s. of Ga. Here the entrifugal
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Figure 6.5: A omparison between the experimental B(GT) (blue) and QRPA
al ulations by Borzov. Both spe tra show eviden e for the pygmy resonan e, but
di er on the energy at whi h it o urs.
barrier, ombined with the relatively low density of high spin states, prevents the
emission of low energy neutrons to ex ited states in Ge. A similar situation is likely
to o ur for Cu, where the spin-parity of the g.s. is postulated at 5 .
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Figure 6.6: A omparison between the experimental intensity and the statisti al model
al ulations using the experimental B(GT) as input. The ratio of high energy to low
energy neutrons ( uto 1.5 MeV) indi ates a preferen e for the 5 g.s. over the
0 . Cal ulations are performed by M. Bertolli using the statisti al odes written by
Kawano et al.
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Chapter 7
Summary

This work sought to measure the beta-delayed neutron energies from ssion fragments.
This was the rst su h attempt sin e the 1990s and the rst to investigate ases with
a large energy window available for neutron emission. The neutron spe tra and what
they tell us about the nu lear stru ture has important impa t on theoreti al models,
the astrophysi al r-pro ess, and on nu lear rea tor design.
A entral part of this work was the development and implementation of the
Versatile Array of Neutron Dete tors at Low Energy. VANDLE uses the time-of- ight
te hnique to dedu e neutron energies. A digital data a quisition system instruments
the entire array. To ensure that the digital system met the timing requirements
ne essary for time-of- ight measurements, we investigated three timing algorithms.
Of the three algorithms only one, the tting algorithm, had the ne essary resolution
over the full dynami range. A new method for validation of timing methods applied
to digitized signals provided a qui k and eÆ ient method to ensure that the timing
algorithms produ e a urate results, and an be used to ben hmark other digital
timing algorithms in the gure. This part of the work is urrently in the review
pro ess for publi ation in Nu lear Instruments and Methods A [100℄.
Upon ompletion of VANDLE, we performed an experimental ampaign at the
Holi eld Radioa tive Ion Beam Fa ility, measuring the beta-delayed neutron spe tra
71

for nearly thirty ssion fragments in the Ni and Sn regions for the rst time. The
experiment used puri ed radioa tive ion beams delivered to LeRIBSS and measured
the de ay produ ts using a ombination of beta dete tors, VANDLE and germanium
dete tors. To analyze the data from VANDLE, we developed a omplete software
framework, VAST, whi h re onstru ts the strength distributions from the measured
time-of- ight spe tra. The neutron spe tra for the most prominent ases have been
analyzed and the beta strength distribution presented.
The ase of Cu demonstrates the need for gamma oin iden es to unfold the
proper strength distribution sin e the gamma gated ToF spe tra appear similar
to the ungated spe tra. This indi ates that a signi ant portion of the neutron
distribution originates from states of higher ex itation energy than it appears from the
singles spe trum. The remaining ases, Cu and Ga display unexpe ted, prominent
high energy peak stru tures in their neutron spe tra, the latter being ex eptionally
pronoun ed. It is postulated that these strong resonan es are due to the pygmy GT
resonan es that appear in QRPA al ulations. These strong u tuations appear not
to be due to Pandemonium e e ts, and we have implemented a pro edure of using
statisti al models of the deex itation of states populated in beta de ay to he k the
onsisten y of the extra tion of the Gamow-Teller strength from neutron spe tra.
We have made a rst attempt to ompare our results with theoreti al predi tions.
The novelty of our data will hopefully inspire more theoreti al work on predi tion of
Gamow-Teller strength distributions.
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